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Par Wall®
®

The Most Space Efficient Open-Storage System
Par Wall® is a powerful storage system due to its ability to create storage density in a variety of applications. Storage 
components are attached to a wall or freestanding frame. To take advantage of vertical space, Par Wall® incorporates 
baskets, bins and shelves, meeting a variety of storage requirements. Several options exist within the line to best suit your 
specific needs.

Freestanding – This is the original Par Wall®. The heavy-duty steel freestanding frame 
allows you to establish a stationary or mobile “wall” where ever you need one. The 
slots on 1” centers allow users to configure the baskets to fit any need. Using special 
brackets, the top baskets can be slanted for increased visibility and access.

Wall Panel –Par Wall® on louvered panels is a very traditional way of 
mounting baskets on a wall. These panels are the most economical 
Par Wall® option and permit the mixed use of bins and baskets. This 
approach keeps products off the floor and allows you to maximize your 
space by working around obstructions.

Lean Wall – Lean Wall® wall strips are a special design to 
help you work around obstructions on a wall, such as windows, 
fire extinguishers, light switches, and more. Lean Wall also 
gives you the ability to slant the baskets for easier access. 
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The Most Space Efficient Open-Storage System
For maximum organization, dividers can be placed front-to-back and side-to-side, and label holders quickly identify contents.
Our basket with “fine mesh” can hold small items and accept our innovative and patented Intelli-Flipper. The Intelli-Flipper has significant benefits 
over the use of bins in a Kanban application. 

More space efficient than wire shelving, Par Wall® is an extremely flexible system that can grow and adapt to your changing needs, ensuring 
you have maximum storage proficiency.

Par Wall® items simply hang from their means of support and are easily reconfigured as needs 
change. With a modular concept, Par Wall® allows components to be moved from structure to 
structure, without tools, keeping caregivers working efficiently while using minimal space.


